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1.1 
Introduction 

Process synthesis has received considerable attention over the last 30 years and it 
continues to be an active research area in chemical engineering, with significant 
advances achieved in terms of developing synthesis methods for subsystems (reactor 
networks, separation systems, heat exchange networks, and mass exchange net- 
works) and for total flow sheets. By definition, process synthesis is the determination 
of the topology of process units, as well as the type and design of the units within the 
flow sheet that will convert specified inputs into desired products. The synthesis task 
is usually driven by the optimization of a specific objective, typically based on eco- 
nomics. Systematic techniques for the synthesis and design of flow sheets are repre- 
sented by two different approaches: hierarchical decomposition and mathematical 
programming. Reviews on early developments can be found in Hendry et al. (1973), 
Westerberg (1980), and Nishida et al. (1981). An overview of synthesis techniques is 
also available in the book by Biegler et al. (1997) and recent advances are presented 
in the excellent review article by Westerberg (2004). 

Early work on process synthesis appeared on developing insights into finding bet- 
ter separation sequences (using distillation) for separating mixtures of n compo- 
nents. The emphasis on investigating techniques for the synthesis of complex distil- 
lation networks can be mainly attributed to the role that distillation plays in the econ- 
omy of the overall plant. Distillation is a highly utilized and at the same time one of 
the most energy intensive unit operations in the chemical process industry. Mix indi- 
cated in 1978 that distillation accounted for about 3% of the total US energy con- 
sumption and that a 10% savings in distillation energy could amount to a savings of 
about $500 million in national energy costs (Mix et al. 1978). Today, the expense of 
distillation-related energy consumption has reached even higher levels, considering 
the expansion of the use of distillation in industry and the higher cost of utilities. 
These economic reasons have imposed energy efficiency as the main design target in 
distillation. 
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Due to its importance, distillation has received particular attention in the field of 
chemical engineering, with publications about the operation and design of counter- 
current separation cascades dating as early as 1889 (Sore1 1889). Moreover, since 
multicomponent separations require the use of sequences of distillation columns, 
significant research efforts have concentrated on the synthesis of these systems aim- 
ing at energy efficiency. Research on this subject has been further powered by the 
fact that extensive energy savings can be achieved through the selection of the most 
energy efficient sequence, amongst a large number of available candidates. This is an 
explicit consequence of the dependence of the distillation systems’ energy consump- 
tion on the feed mixture and on the order in which its components are separated. 

Technological breakthroughs are constantly called in to propose new techniques 
for energy efficiency that would compensate for the ever increasing energy-related 
distillation expenses. Two of the most promising techniques are heat integration and 
the thermal coupling of distillation columns. The former is based on the energy sav- 
ings that can be achieved by heat integrating two distillation columns, that is, by 
using the heat generated in a column’s condenser for the heat required in another 
column’s reboiler, while satisfylng appropriate temperature difference conditions. 
This technique can lead to substantial energy savings that can reach the order of 50% 
when compared to nonheat-integrated arrangements. Similar energy savings have 
been reported through the use of thermal coupling techniques in distillation, where 
heat units and their associated utilities are eliminated through the use of two-way liq- 
uid and vapor interconnections between columns, the latter being characterized as 
complex columns. These energy savings are the direct result of the elimination of 
heat units and the increase of thermodynamic efficiency, due to the minimization of 
remixing effects, which are generally associated with nonthermally-coupled arrange- 
ments. 

However, in order to apply the aforementioned synthesis techniques for energy 
efficiency, certain complicating issues need to be addressed, which are mainly of 
structural and physical nature. The structural complications are related to the large 
number of alternative arrangements that need to be considered. Even in the simplest 
case from a structural perspective, where sequences of simple columns are examined 
(columns with a single feed and two products), the extensive connectivity possibili- 
ties between columns lead to the generation of a large number of alternative column 
sequences, which increase with the number of components to be separated. More- 
over, these structural complications become even more intense through the incor- 
poration of structural possibilities associated with heat integration and thermal 
coupling. 

The physical complications are related to the complexity of the underlying physical 
phenomena, which involve simultaneous mass and heat exchange between liquid 
and vapor streams at the tray cascades. Furthermore, the physics of the problem are 
such that the choice of the optimal configuration is largely dependent on the feed 
mixture to be separated (its components’ relative volatilities and composition). It has 
been reported (Tedder and Rudd 1978; Agrawal and Fidkowski 1998) that for a par- 
ticular separation, column configurations that are generally regarded as highly 
energy efficient (for instance, fully thermally coupled columns), can, in fact, have 
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larger energy consumptions than sequences of more conventional columns. Conse- 
quently, in order to evaluate efficiently the energy consumption of a particular col- 
umn sequence and the energy savings that can potentially be achieved through its 
heat integration or thermal coupling. The aforementioned physical phenomena need 
to be accurately captured. 

Summarizing, it is not an exaggeration to state that the economic importance and 
associated complications have made the distillation column sequencing problem for 
energy efficiency one of the most challenging synthesis problems in chemical engi- 
neering, with numerous approaches proposed for its solution. One of the earliest 
attempts was based on total enumeration. This approach is, however, limited to prob- 
lems with only a few alternatives. Other main approaches are the heuristic and physi- 
cal insight ones. The former relies on rules of thumb derived by engineering knowl- 
edge and/or by the use of shortcut models, while the latter is based on the exploita- 
tion of basic physical principles, which are also based, to a certain extent, on simpli- 
fied models and on graphical representations of the problem. These approaches gen- 
erally enable quick and inexpensive calculations for the alternatives’ physical evalua- 
tion. However, the fact that they are derived based on simplifylng assumptions, 
which are valid only for certain cases, places a major limitation on their accuracy, 
validity, and applicability. Furthermore, more complications arise when the devel- 
oped heuristics are conflicting, suggest more than one possible solution, or do not 
cover the details of the examined problem. 

The most recent approach addressing this problem is the mathematical program- 
ming (algorithmic) approach, where the synthesis of column sequences is formu- 
lated as an optimization problem. Based on mathematical programming, one of the 
most important systematic approaches that has been receiving increased attention 
over the last years is superstructure optimization. Superstructures are, in general, 
superset flow sheets incorporating every feasible realization of the process in ques- 
tion. The generation and evaluation of each alternative realization takes place with 
the solution of an optimization problem, which usually involves the use of continu- 
ous and binary (0-1) variables, rendering the problem a mixed-integer programming 
(MIP) problem. However, most of these methods either use sirnplifylng assump- 
tions, limiting the validity and accuracy of the results, or treat the problem rigor- 
ously, but at an expense of computational effort. 

Section 1.2 will provide an overview of techniques for the synthesis of simple col- 
umn sequences. The subsequent section will describe in a comprehensive way the 
synthesis problem of heat-integrated distillation trains. State-of-the-art methodolo- 
gies and algorithmic frameworks for the synthesis of complex distillation sequencing 
are critically discussed in Section 1.4. Finally, concluding remarks will be made in 
Section 1.5. 
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1.2 
Synthesis of Simple Distillation Column Sequences 

I 

1.2.1 
Simple Distillation Column Sequencing 

As already mentioned, in order to separate multicomponent mixtures into pure or 
multicomponent product streams using distillation, more than one column needs to 
be employed, generating sequences of distillation columns. From chemical engi- 
neering knowledge it is known that for the same mixture separation, different distil- 
lation column sequences have different energy consumption levels, which can, in 
fact, be quite different from each other. Since distillation is an energy-intensive pro- 
cess widely used in the chemical industry, there is a substantial economic incentive 
in selecting the appropriate distillation column sequence for a particular separation. 
However, as already mentioned, two main complications make the distillation col- 
umn sequencing problem one of the most challenging synthesis problems in chemi- 
cal engineering, namely the increasing number of structural alternatives and the 
complexity of the underlying physical phenomena. 

From a structural point of view, developing a method that could incorporate all 
the alternatives of interest, without simplifying assumptions, such as sharp splits 
or product streams enriched in a particular component produced once in a column 
sequence, is not a trivial task after the first member of multicomponent separa- 
tions. For the latter only three possible simple column sequences exist (Fig. 1.1). 
However, an illustration of the difficulty of the problem is realized when the next 
problem is considered, namely the quaternary separation. For this problem, if 
sharp split assumptions are used, only five different structures are possible 
(Thompson and King 1972). However, if the simplifying assumptions are removed 
then 22 possible alternative sequences have been identified (as will be shown later). 
It must be noted that these alternatives may include more sections than the mini- 
mum number required, however, this is desirable since when general design tar- 
gets are optimized, such as the total annualized cost (TAC), these structures may 
potentially exhibit an optimal tradeoff between operating and capital cost in their 
additional sections. Therefore, a proposed sequencing method must also be able to 
incorporate and generate the structural alternatives systematically and automati- 
cally. 

From a physical representation point of view, the proposed method must be 
accompanied by a physical model that can capture the underlying phenomena accu- 
rately. Due to the complexity of the physical phenomena taking place within each dis- 
tillation column, rigorous physical models are required for an accurate physical rep- 
resentation. However, the incorporation of rigorous models leads, by default, to the 
generation of nonconvex mathematical problems whose solution is quite involved 
and usually computationally expensive. In order to obtain easy and fast solutions, 
numerous methods have been proposed approximating the physical behavior of dis- 
tillation columns with models based on a number of simplifying assumptions, thus 
trading accuracy and applicability for ease of calculation. 
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Figure 1.1 Ternary simple 
column sequencing alterna- 
tives. 

(a) Direct Sequence (b) Indirect Sequence (c) _I 

Finally, due to the aforementioned complexities, an efficient sequencing method 
must also be accompanied by an appropriate solution procedure. For the case of 
three or five structural alternatives, an implicit enumeration solution procedure is 
acceptable. However, even for the quaternary case including nonsharp separations, 
implicit enumeration is not the most efficient solution procedure, especially if rigor- 
ous models are used, due to the computational effort required. 

Due to the aforementioned importance and associated difficulties of the simple 
column sequencing problem, a number of methods have been proposed over the 
years for its solution, based on different approaches for process synthesis. These 
approaches involved heuristic methods (Seader and Westerberg 1977), evolutionary 
techniques (Stephanopoulos and Westerberg 1976), hierarchical (Douglas 1988), 
implicit enumeration (Fraga and McKinon 1995) and thermodynamic insights (Bek- 
Pedersen 2003; Bek-Pedersen and Gani 2004). to name but a few. However, one 
approach that has received a lot of attention recently, is the superstructure optimiza- 
tion approach. In this approach a superstructure of the problem is generated that, 
according to Westerberg (Andrecovich and Westerberg 1985 a, b), “Should contain all 
feasible distillation sequences and all feasible operating conditions for  any column within 
the superstructure. ” Due to the importance of the superstructure optimization 
approach, particular attention will be given to the various superstructure optimiza- 
tion methods proposed for the synthesis of simple distillation column sequences. 

1.2.2 
Superstructure Methods for Simple Column Sequencing 

An early systematic superstructure method for the simple column sequencing prob- 
lem was proposed by Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985a,b). The proposed method 
addressed the separation problem of a multicomponent feed into pure product 
streams, generating a superstructure according to the separation tasks taking place 
in each column and to the column connectivities. Using the assumption of sharp 
splits in each distillation column, the generation of the superstructure was based on 
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the list splitting technique of Hendry and Hughes (1972), ranking components in 
decreasing order of relative volatilities. The authors proposed two algorithms for gen- 
erating systematically the column sequences. The synthesis problem was formulated 
as an MILP, with binary variables introduced for the presence of columns and with 
simple models based on total mass balances and feed split fractions. This work was 
further extended in the work of Wehe and Westerberg (1987), for the incorporation 
of bypass possibilities, addressing the more general problem, namely of distillation 
separation of multicomponent feed streams into multicomponent product streams. 
Simple sharp split column models were employed, which were generally linear, 
except for those of the superstructure splitters, where bilinearities were introduced 
(due to the absence of information about the composition of the splitter feed and the 
actual values of the splits obtained). In order to overcome this complication, the 
resulting nonlinear problem for each selected structure was relaxed through lineari- 
zations, generating a lower bound to the solution. For the sequence with the best 
lower bound, the nonlinear problem was solved to obtain an upper bound on the 
global optimum. Optimal column sequences were considered those that had similar 
upper and lower bounds, while the ones with lower bounds above the best upper 
bound were discarded. 

The general separation problem using superstructure optimization was also 
addressed by Floudas (1987). A superstructure method was developed for the 
sequencing of separators, without explicitly specifying the actual type of separators 
used. Distillation columns were also included as potential separator types. The objec- 
tive was the minimization of a function related to the separation difficulty, which was 
calculated based on relative volatilities, for assuming distillation as the separation 
task. The method generated the superstructures based on the assumption of sharp 
(perfect) splits obtained in each separator. The number of separators in the super- 
structure was assumed fixed, thus eliminating the need for the introduction of 
binary variables. The optimal column sequences were derived by the selection of the 
column interconnections. In this method each separator was modeled using simple 
models of total and component mass balances, resulting in an NLP problem. 

Floudas and Anastasiadis (1988) addressed explicitly the synthesis of simple distil- 
lation column sequences for the general multicomponent feed and product problem. 
Their method, as the one of Floudas (1987), generated a superstructure containing 
series and/or parallel arrangements of distillation columns, along with stream split- 
ting, mixing and bypassing. In order to construct the superstructure, systematic 
stream mixing and splitting rules were provided, based on the assumption of sharp 
split separations performed in each distillation column. Simple distillation column 
physical models were employed based on assumptions of isothermal and isobaric 
columns with equal condenser and reboiler heat duties and general total and compo- 
nent mass balances, where the component compositions did not participate as vari- 
ables but as parameters derived a priori over a number of shortcut simulations. The 
objective to be minimized was the system’s total annualized cost (TAC), which was 
modeled as a function of the column feed flow rate. This was derived based on a lin- 
ear approximation of the six-tenths factor rule used to scale equipment cost. The nec- 
essary coefficients for the cost functions were also based on simulations of shortcut 
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distillation models at different feed flow rates. The problem was posed as an MILP 
with binary variables denoting the existence or not of distillation columns, to be 
determined by the optimization along with their continuous interconnections, thus 
generating the optimal sequence. 

In Aggarwal and Floudas (1990) the simple distillation column sequencing prob- 
lem for general separations was revisited, relaxing the assumption of sharp separa- 
tors. The latter were modeled based on the assumption of nondistributed nonkey 
components. The construction of the superstructures, and therefore the generation 
of the alternatives, was based on the assumption that in each column exist two adja- 
cent (with respect to their volatility) key components, which are allowed to distribute 
between the column distillate and bottoms (whose recoveries were considered opti- 
mization variables). All other nonkey components were only allowed to appear in the 
distillate or bottoms. Based on the fact that each column performs a separation of 
adjacent key components, a maximum of n-1 columns was set up for an n compo- 
nent feed. Binary variables were introduced for the presence of each potential distilla- 
tion column. In the structural model of the method, possibilities of mixing, splitting 
and bypassing were explicitly incorporated. The objective function for the optimiza- 
tion problem was the minimization of the system's TAC. Cost models were gener- 
ated through regression analysis, based on the solution of numerous shortcut mod- 
els over a range of flow rates, compositions and key component recoveries, and the 
problem was modeled as an MINLP. Finally, the method was extended to incorporate 
cases of nonadjacent key components, with intermediate components allowed to dis- 
tribute between the column product streams. 

The simple column sequencing problem of single feed to pure product streams 
was addressed in Novak et al. (1996) based on the generation of a network and a com- 
pact superstructure, which were viewed as combinations of interconnection nodes 
(mixers and splitters) and process units (distillation columns). The former were 
approximated using special linear constraints and the latter were based on the 
assumption of sharp splits. The compact superstructure was viewed as a simplifica- 
tion of the tree superstructure of Hendry and Hughes (1972) and of the network 
superstructure of Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985a,b) for sharp separations and 
was a modification of the superstructure provided by Floudas and Anastasiadis 
(1988), using less distillation columns. In the compact superstrucmre the number of 
columns was assumed fmed and binary variables were assigned only to the stream 
connectors. For an n component feed, the number of distinct sharp distillation 
sequences S (for all superstructure types employed) was equal to (Thompson and 
King 1972): 

S(n  - l)! 
n!(n - l)! 

S =  

The number of columns in the network and compact superstructures S" and 9, 
respectively, was found equal to: 
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The distillation columns were modeled based on the Gilliland/Fenske/Undenvood 
method using assumptions of uniform relative volatilities per column and specifylng 
minimum recoveries of light and heavy key components. The objective to be mini- 
mized was set as the system’s TAC, employing the futed charge model of Grossmann 
(1985) for the capital cost calculations. The structural (pure integer) constraints were 
based on the topology of the superstructure. The generated MINLP problem was 
solved using the modified OA/ER algorithm (Kravanja and Grossmann 1994), imple- 
mented in the computerized synthesizer PROSYN-MINLP (Kravanja and Gros- 
smann 1993). 

Smith (1996) addressed the simple column sequencing problem generating a 
superstructure for the structural alternatives using the state operator network (SON) 
representation. In this representation the separation tasks and equipment were 
defined while the assignment of tasks to the equipment had to be determined. 
Stream mixers and splitters were included before and after each distillation column 
to arrange all possible interconnections. The distillation columns were modeled 
using a slightly modified version of the rigorous tray-by-tray MESH distillation col- 
umn model of Viswanathan and Grossmann (1993). The method did not employ any 
simplifying assumptions such as sharp splits or equimolar flow rates. Binary vari- 
ables were used in order to determine the number of trays within each column 
(reflux tray location). In the SON method the number of columns was rationally fuced 
according to the number of components in the feed. The feed tray location and the 
column interconnections, defining the column sequences, were continuous deci- 
sions, determined by their flow rate values. The generated MINLP problems were 
solved in GAMS using the DICOPT MINLP solver (Kocis and Grossmann 1989). The 
solution procedure included the solution of the relaxed MINLP problem and then a 
branch-and-bound search over the nonzero relaxed binary variables. This procedure 
was followed since, as reported, the full MINLP problem failed to converge in 
DICOPT, due to scaling and domain errors in the set-up of the NLP subproblems. 

To overcome the implicit assignment of processing tasks to processing units, 
Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos (1996) developed a general synthesis framework 
based on a mass and heat transfer representation. Utilizing fundamental masslheat 
transfer principles within a superstructure environment, this building block synthe- 
sis method exploits modeling concepts from the well defined heat exchanger net- 
work (HEN) and mass exchange network (MEN) problem. Synthesis alternatives are 
not prepostulated, but instead embedded within a network of mass and heat 
exchanging modules that allow nonconventional hybrid systems to be revealed. In 
terms of total process flow sheet alternatives, the potential of this approach has been 
illustrated through application to ideal systems including separation, reaction, and 
heat integration operations. The approach has also been applied to the synthesis of 
flexible heat and mass exchange networks (Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos 1994). 
Ismail et al. (1999) modified and extended the masslheat transfer module to general 
multicomponent nonideal systems and reactive distillation systems (Ismail et al. 
2001). 

Yeomans and Grossmann (1999a) proposed a systematic modeling framework 
based on superstructure optimization in which the sequencing of simple distillation 

I 
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columns was also addressed. The superstructures were obtained using the state task 
network (Sargent 1998) and the state equipment (operator) network representations 
(Smith 1996; Smith and Pantelides 1995). These two representations can be regarded 
as complimentary to each other. In the STN, tasks and states are defined while the 
equipment assignment is unknown, while in the SEN, as indicated above, the tasks 
and equipment are defined and the assignment of tasks to equipment must be deter- 
mined. The synthesis problem was modeled with the generalized disjunctive pro- 
gramming (GDP) (Raman and Grossmann 1994). In order to use GDP, conditional 
constraints had to be identified from permanent ones, that is, constraints that held in 
all structural alternatives. Having identified the conditional constraints, these were 
then represented with disjunctions and assigned to Boolean (logical) variables repre- 
senting their existence. For a Boolean variable of value equal to true, the conditional 
constraints (corresponding to a column physical model) became activated, otherwise 
all variables participating in these constraints were set to zero. The GDP models 
were then transformed to MILP problems using the convex hull formulation of the 
disjunctions (Balas 1985). The generation of the superstructures for the examined 
problem was based on sharp separations performed in the distillation columns, 
which were modeled using simple mass balances and recoveries, generating linear 
physical models. The above modeling framework was also implemented in Yeomans 
and Grossmann (1999b) for the synthesis of simple distillation column sequences 
employing nonlinear shortcut distillation column physical models. The latter were 
based on assumptions of sharp splits, where only the distribution of adjacent key 
components was allowed along with high recovery of the key components. The 
Fenske/Undenvood/Gilliland method was used for the calculation of the minimum 
number of trays and of the minimum reflux. 

The simple column sequencing problem using GDP was also addressed in Cabal- 
lero and Grossmann (1999). The column superstructures were generated using the 
STN, SON and an intermediate representation. The latter was proposed based on the 
STN representation, however, allowing the columns the possibility of performing 
multiple tasks. The distillation column models were aggregated using mass transfer 
feasibility constraints at the section boundaries. These models bore many similari- 
ties with the ones used for the representation of simple distillation columns in the 
generalized modular framework (Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos 1996). However, 
the two models have many structural and physical modeling differences. Structur- 
ally, the building blocks of the superstructure are different. In Caballero and Gros- 
smann (1999) each building block consisted of a set of two aggregated column sec- 
tions with their heat units and a feed position mixer (with predefined interconnec- 
tions between them). In the GMF each Mass/Heat (M/H) module and each Heat 
Exchange (He) module constitutes different building blocks. Moreover, as shown in 
Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos (1996), the GMF building blocks by definition have 
more extensive interconnection possibilities. From a physical modeling point of 
view, in Caballero and Grossmann (1999) simplift.lng assumptions of equimolar 
flow rates, isothermal operation and sharp splits were employed. Moreover, in order 
to provide valid mass transfer feasibility constraints, the mass transfer direction had 
to be known and postulated, which depended on the separation task taking place in 
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a particular column section. The GMF mass transfer is arranged through driving 
force constraints, which are formulated in such a way that the mass transfer direc- 
tion does not need to be prepostulated or known a priori. However, both models pro- 
vide a lower bound on the energy consumption of distillation columns. In the pro- 
posed method the generated GDP problems were transformed into MINLP prob- 
lems by assigning a binary variable to each Boolean variable and by transforming the 
disjunctions into big-M constraints. 

The most recent superstructure method for the simple column sequencing prob- 
lem was proposed in Yeomans and Grossmann (2000a), using rigorous MESH mod- 
els for the physical representation of distillation columns. The superstructure for the 
problem was generated using the SON representation, as implemented in Yeomans 
and Grossmann (1999a). The computational difficulties of the rigorous MESH mod- 
els, associated with equations becoming singular, the solution of redundant equa- 
tions, the need for good initialization procedures and the convergence difficulties 
due to nonexisting columns or flows were overcome using a GDP adaptation of the 
Viswanathan and Grossmann (1993) distillation column model. In the GDP model 
the feed, the condenser and reboiler stages were modeled as permanent and all the 
other stages as conditional, assigned to a Boolean variable. The disjunctions were 
modeled so that for existing stages (whose Boolean variables had a value of true), 
phase equilibrium constraints were enforced along with other MESH constraints, 
thus allowing mass and heat exchange between the contacting phases. For the oppo- 
site case, of nonexisting stages, the MESH constraints were applied without the 
phase equilibrium constraints and the input stream properties of the stage were set 
equal to those of the output stream, thus making the nonexisting stage a simple 
input-output stage. The translation of the GDP problems into MINLP problems was 
also done by transforming the disjunctions into big-M constraints. Moreover, appro- 
priate initialization schemes were provided based on relaxed purity and recovery con- 
straints. Table 1.1 presents an overview of superstructure methods for simple col- 
umn sequencing. 

The synthesis of azeotropic separation processes has also received significant 
attention in the literature. Table 1.2 summarizes most of the developed approaches 
for the analysis, design, and synthesis of homogeneous azeotropic separation sys- 
tems. 

Recently, Proios (2004) addressed the simple distillation column sequencing prob- 
lem through the GMF synthesis model. From a structural point of view, a GMF 
structural model has been developed that can generate the feasible structural alterna- 
tives for the examined problems, aiming at addressing efficiently the first complica- 
tion of the column sequencing problem. In the proposed GMF sequencing method 
the accompanying physical model is based on the GMF physical model originally 
introduced by Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos (1996) and extended by Ismail et al. 
(1999, 2001). This model, which is based on aggregation, can be viewed as an inter- 
mediate between the simplified and the rigorous models. On one hand it avoids 
potentially limiting simplifylng assumptions, such as equimolar flow rates, isother- 
mal operation, sharp splits, etc., thus increasing the accuracy of the physical repre- 
sentation. On the other hand, due to aggregation it generates problems of smaller 



Authors 

Simplified methods (sharp splits) 

Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985) I Network superstructure, simple mass balances 

Features 

Wehe and Westerberg (1987) 

Floudas and Anastasiadis (1988) 

Agganval and Floudas (1990) 

~~ 

General separation, nondistr/nonkey, mass bal- 
ances 

General separation, mass balances 

General separation, nondistr/nonkey. mass bal- 
ances 

Floudas (1987) I General separation, mass balances 

Yeomans and Grossmann (1999a) 

Yeomans and Grossmann (1999b) 

STN & SON superstructures, GDP, mass bal- 
ances 

STN & SON superstructures, GDP, nonlinear 
shortcut models 

Novak et al. (1996) 

Caballero and Grossmann (1999) 

Rigorous methods ( M E S H  model, Vinuanathan 
and Grossmann 11 993)) 

Network & compact superstructures, mass bal- 
ances 

STN, SON & intermediate superstructures. 
aggregated models 

Smith (1996) 

Yeomans and Grossmann (2000) 

SON superstructure, MESH modified model 

SON superstructure, GDP 

size, which are easier to solve. Finally, the GMF was accompanied by a solution pro- 
cedure, using formal MINLP solution techniques that find the optimal sequence 
without having to evaluate all structural alternatives. The overall synthesis frame- 
work and solution approach was demonstrated in several case studies (Proios 2004). 

1.3 
Synthesis of Heat-integrated Distillation Column Sequences 

1.3.1 
Heat-integrated Distillation Column Sequencing 

As shown in the previous chapter, there is a substantial economic incentive for the 
development of methods for the simple distillation column sequencing problem, 
since significant energy savings can be achieved by finding the most energy efficient 
column sequence for a particular separation. However, even higher energy savings 
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can be achieved in distillation sequences by incorporating techniques such as heat 
integration (HI) and thermal coupling. In this chapter, the former technique is 
employed, while the latter is examined in the following chapter. 

In general, distillation heat integration makes use of the heat generated in a col- 
umn’s condenser in order to provide the heat required in another column’s reboiler 
(an illustration for the direct column sequence is shown in Fig. 1.2). The generated 
heat in the column’s condenser is produced by the condensation of the vapor efflu- 
ent of the column’s top end, through heat exchange with a cold utility (cooling water) 
due to a heat gradient. On the contrary, in a column’s reboiler, heat is required for 
the vaporization of the liquid effluent of a column’s bottom end, through heat 
exchange with a hot utility (steam). Structurally, two process streams exist: one vapor 
(hot) from a column’s top end that needs to be cooled and a liquid (cold) from a col- 
umn’s bottom end that needs to be heated. Provided there is a sufficient heat gradi- 
ent between those two streams the latter can be made to exchange heat with each 
other. In order to achieve the necessary heat gradients the column pressures are 
shifted appropriately, since the column pressure has a direct effect on the column 
temperature levels (for nonazeotropic and nonreacting mixtures, raising the column 
pressure raises the column temperature). The operating cost savings achieved 
through HI have been reported to reach 50% as compared with non-HI column 
sequences (Hostrup etal. 2001). The obtained energy savings compensate for a 
potential increase in the capital expenditure due to the use of pumps, which is usu- 
ally considered negligible when compared to the overall column investment cost 
(Novak et al. 1996). 

Due to its economic importance, a large number of methods have been proposed 
for the synthesis of HI column sequences. Some characteristic methods proposed 
over the years included the dynamic programming algorithm of Rathore et al. (1974) 

(a) Forward HI Match (b) Backward HI Match 

Figure 1.2 Illustration of a ternary direct column sequence 



Doherty and Caldarola (1985) 

Entrainer selection 

RCM, total reflux, ternary mixtures. Assumes linear distilla- 
tion boundaries and no boundary crossing. 

Stichlmair J., Fair, J. R., Bravo J. L. 
Chemical Engineering progress 85 
(1989), p. 63 

Column sequencing & bounding strategies 

Laroche et al. (19926) I RCM, all reflw, ternary. Separability in single feed columns. 

DLM, total reflux, linear distillation boundaries. 

WahnschafR et al. (1992) RCM, all reflw, ternary mixtures, single feed columns. 
Bounds by feed pinch point trajectories. 

Foucher et al. (1991) 

Laroche L., Bekiaris N., Andersen 
H. W., Morari M. AICHE Journal, 38 
(1992), p. 1309 

~~ 

RCM, total reflux, ternary. Automatic procedure. 

RCM, ternary. Analysis based on “equivolatility curves.” 

Fidkowski et al. (1993) 

Stichlmair and Herguijuela (1992) 

DLM, all reflw. ternary, single feed. Introduces “distillation 
limit,” accounts for boundary crossing, algebraic-based. 

DLM, all reflux, ternary, single feed. Accounts for curved 
distillation boundaries. 

Jobson et al. (1995) 

Safrit and Westerberg (1997) 

Rooks et al. (1998) 

Achieves attainable product region based on simple distilla- 
tion and mixing for ternary mixtures. 

RCM. Algorithm determining boundaries & distillation 
regions for n-component systems. 

RCM. Equation-based approach to determine distillation 
region structures of multicomponent mixtures. 

Boundary value design procedure 

Levy et al. (1985) Knight and Doherty 
(1986) Julka and Doherty (1990) Knapp 
and Doherty (1994) Fidkowski et al. 
(1991) 

Stichlmair et al. (1993) 

Bauer and Stichlmair (1995) 

Ternary mixtures, single feed columns, CMO Ternary, 
single feed with heat effects. Multicomponent, single feed, 
CMO. Tracks fixed points ternary, double feed column, 
CMO. Calculates R,,, and R,,,.Up to four components, 
single feed, CMO. Algebraic continuation arc method to 
locate tangent pinch. 

Ternary mixture, “pinch point” geometry. 

Combines pinch point analysis with process MlNLP optimi- 
zation for ternary mixtures in single-feed columns. 

~ ~~~ 

Castillo et al. (1998a) 

Thong et al. (2004) 

Introduces the concept of staged leaves for ternary mixtures 
in single feed. 

Two-stage synthesis procedure for separating multicompo- 
nent azeotropic mixtures. 
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the Branch-and-Bound techniques of Sophos etal. (1978) and Morari and Faith 
(1980), the thermodynamic insights (pinch) technique of Linnhoff et al. (1983), to 
mention but a few. However, focus will be, as elsewhere, on the superstructure opti- 
mization methods proposed for the solution of this problem. A distinct characteristic 
of the majority of these methods is that they are based on column sequencing meth- 
ods, incorporating elements of heat exchanger network (HEN) synthesis. An over- 
view of the superstructure HI column sequencing methods is provided next. 

1.3.2 
Superstructure Methods for HI Simple Column Sequencing 

A number of superstructure methods have been reported in the open literature for 
the treatment of various facets of HI distillation sequencing problem. Andrecovich 
and Westerberg (1985a) incorporated HI possibilities in their MILP simple column 
sequencing method. This was realized by assuming instances of columns at different 
prespecified pressure levels, The pressure ranges were determined by the available 
hot and cold utility temperatures. The method constructed the HI sequencing 
schemes using two proposed algorithms. The hot and cold streams were the con- 
denser, reboiler, and utility streams. Having specified the column pressures, the 
temperatures of the condensers and reboilers were also considered fxed. The heat 
duties of each condenser and reboiler at each column instance were assumed propor- 
tional to the feed flow rate. The HI possibilities were incorporated using HEN trans- 
portation (Cerda et al. 1983) and the transshipment (Papoulias and Grossmann 
1983) problem formulations. However, in the above approach an invalid assumption 
was used, which assumed that the product of the column heat duty and the reboiler- 
condenser temperature difference was constant in each column. This essentially 
meant that the reboiler and condenser heat duties and their temperature difference 
were assumed independent of the column temperature (or pressure) levels. In order 
to rectify this, Andrecovich and Westerberg (198513) removed this assumption. The 
results derived generated the same HI sequences as previously, but the calculated 
utility targets were improved. 

The HI column sequencing superstructure method of Andrecovich and Wester- 
berg (1985b) was also used in Kakhu and Flower (1988), incorporating three types of 
complex columns (Petlyuk, side stripper, and side rectifier) to be heat integrated with 
other simple column sequences. The HI problem was addressed through the trans- 
shipment/transportation formulations. The distillation columns were modeled 
assuming sharp separations and total mass balances, generating a MILP problem, 
solved for the minimization of the TAC. The capital cost functions were based on a 
fEed-charge part and on a feed-flow-rate-dependant part and the column heat duties 
were also given as simple functions of the feed-flow rate. 

Paules and Floudas (1988) addressed the HI simple column sequencing problem, 
generating a superstructure based on sharp split columns. The presence of each col- 
umn was assigned to a binary variable, along with the HI possibilities between 
potential condenser and reboiler matches. In order to provide more realistic HI 
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schemes, the effects of pressure were taken into account implicitly, through relating 
the column pressure to the condenser temperature. The latter was included as a vari- 
able in the optimization problem. Through shortcut simulations at different pres- 
sure ranges and using regression analysis, the reboiler temperatures and the TAC 
expressions were formulated as functions of the condenser temperatures. The pres- 
sure ranges were determined by the available hot and cold utilities available. The 
overall problem was posed as an MINLP solved for the minimization of the TAC 
using the APROS methodology. 

Raman and Grossmann (1993) developed a model for the synthesis of HI distilla- 
tion column sequences, where the sequencing problem without HI was based on the 
MILP method of Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985a). In the HI sequencing prob- 
lem, columns of sharp splits were incorporated, which were represented in the HI 
problem through the temperatures of reboilers and condensers. In contrast with the 
HI method of Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985a), the reboiler and condenser tem- 
peratures were not considered constant, but were incorporated as variables. The col- 
umns were modeled operating at arbitrary pressures, since the authors did not incor- 
porate pressure explicitly as a variable in their HI method. The columns’ capital cost 
was expressed in the fixed charge-variable charge (feed-flow-rate-dependant) model. 
In the operating cost model the heat loads of the reboilers and condensers were cal- 
culated by simple functions of the feed flow rate. The generated problem was solved 
using a proposed incorporation of logic in the branch-and-bound scheme. 

The simple column sequencing method of Novak et al. (1996) was also extended 
for the incorporation of HI possibilities, combining the compact and network col- 
umn sequencing superstructures with the multistage HEN superstructure of Yee at 
al. (1990) (NLP) or Yee and Grossmann (1990) (MINLP in which binary variables 
were used for every potential heat match). The columns were modeled assuming 
sharp splits and using the Fenske-Gilliland-Underwood shortcut model. The invest- 
ment cost of pumps was found to be small compared to that of the columns and was 
therefore neglected. In the case studies, the MINLP form of the HEN problem was 
employed, along with a simple initialization and linearization scheme for overcom- 
ing convergence problems. 

In Grossmann et al. (1998) the above column sequencing superstructure method 
was coupled to the Duran and Grossmann (1986) HEN model and its disjunctive 
MILP reformulation. The latter was proposed in order to overcome difficulties expe- 
rienced with the above model handling isothermal streams (due to its convergence to 
suboptimal solutions). In a revisited HI column sequencing problem from Novak 
et al. (1996), the Duran and Grossmann (1986) model and its disjunctive 
reformulation-generated HI structures were characterized by the same column 
sequencing, but with different HI schemes. The Duran and Grossmann (1986) 
model produced the worst solution, while its disjunctive reformulation and the 
Novak et al. (1996) solution produced the best results, which were quite similar. 

The HI column sequencing problem was also addressed as an extension of the 
simple column sequencing problem of Yeomans and Grossmann (1999a). However 
in order to produce more realistic HI results, energy balances were added in the sim- 
ple mass balance models employed for the physical representation of the distillation 
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columns. The HI synthesis procedure was based on the Raman and Grossmann 
(1993) model. The convex hull formulation was applied to the generated GDP prob- 
lem for its translation to an MILP problem. For the incorporation of HI possibilities, 
the Raman and Grossmann (1993) HI model was also implemented in Yeomans and 
Grossmann (1999b), coupled to the proposed nonlinear GDP simple column 
sequencing model (involving nonlinear shortcut distillation column physical mod- 
els). 

In the distillation column sequencing method of Caballero and Grossmann (1999) 
HI possibilities were incorporated based on the heat integration models of Paules 
and Floudas (1988) and Raman and Grossmann (1993). The heat loads of the isother- 
mal reboilers and condensers were calculated as a function of their vapor flow rates 
and heat of vaporization, while simplified energy balances were used for the incorpo- 
ration of HI possibilities. Heat exchange feasibility constraints were enforced 
between condenser and reboiler temperatures for their potential HI matches, which 
were assigned to a binary variable. The authors did not consider the incorporation of 
pressure in the proposed method. An objective function was used for the minimiza- 
tion of the sequences’ operating cost, which enabled the method to derive valid lower 
bounds of the represented systems’ energy consumption. 

Finally, a superstructure optimization method was proposed by Hostrup et al. 
(2001), incorporating thermodynamic insight principles. The main principle in this 
method was the use of thermodynamic insight techniques (Jaksland et al. 1995) in 
order to generate a superstructure of alternatives, to be further optimized using for- 
mal superstructure MINLP techniques. Three main steps were defined in this 
method: the problem formulation (identification of tasks and techniques), the flow 
sheet optimization, and the validation/analysis. A general separation problem posed 
in Agganval and Floudas (1990) was revisited also incorporating HI possibilities. In 
the first step of the method having provided the feed mixture to the ICAS synthesis 
toolbox (CAPEC 1999), based on thermodynamic insights two feasible separation 
techniques were identified (flash and distillation), which were eventually presented 
as a single technique, thus reducing the size of the generated MINLP problem. In 
the structural optimization step the compact superstructure of Novak et al. (1996) 
was employed and extended for the general separation case. HI was implemented in 
this model using the Yee and Grossmann (1990) HEN model. The columns were 
modeled using the Fenske/Gilliland/Undenvood shortcut model and the HI results 
indicated 50% lower operating costs than those of the non-HI case. Recently, Proios 
(2004) extended the GMF model for the simple column sequencing problem to 
account for heat integration opportunities. To this end, an HI block has been intro- 
duced, along with its structural and physical model components. A summary of 
superstructure-based methods for HI simple column sequencing is presented in 
Table 1.3. 
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Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985) 

Kakhu and Flower (1988) 

Table 1.3 Summary of superstructure methods for HI simple column 
sequencing. 

HEN transportation/transshipment, fxed P columns 

Andrecovich and Westerberg (1985b) - three complex col- 
umns 

Authors Features 

Paules and Floudas (1988) 

Raman and Grossmann (1993) 

Simplijed methods (sharp splits) 

P via condenser temperature, regression analysis 

Andrecovich and Westerberg/Paules and Floudas, Logic 
BB 

~~ 

Grossmann et al. (1998) 

Yeomans and Grossmann (1999a,b) 

HEN of Duran and Grossmann (1986) and its GDP MILP 

HI of Raman and Grossmann (1993), GDP 

Novak et al. (1996) I HEN of Yee and Grossmann (1990) 

Caballero and Grossmann (1999) 

Hostrup et al. (2001) 

Proios (2004) 

HI of Raman and Grossmann (1993), GDP 

Thermodynamic insights and Novak et al. (1996) 

Extension of the GMF to account for heat integration 
opportunities 

1.4 
Synthesis of Complex Distillation Column Sequences 

1.4.1 
Complex Distillation Column Sequencing 

In Section 1.2 it was illustrated that choosing the most appropriate simple column 
sequence out of a set of possible alternatives can lead to substantial energy savings. 
In Section 1.3 these energy savings were extended by applying heat integration tech- 
niques on these simple column sequences. However, it has been reported, as will be 
shown below, that high energy savings can also be achieved through the incorpora- 
tion of thermal coupling in complex columns (columns with multiple feeds and side 
streams). In this section, an overview of techniques for the complex distillation col- 
umn sequencing problem (that is, the sequencing problem where both simple and 
complex columns are considered) is critically presented. 

An illustration of the complex distillation sequencing problem is given here for the 
ternary separation problem (the first member of the multicomponent separation). 

The alternative sequences for ternary distillation are shown in Fig. 1.3. From those 
alternatives, the most common in both literature and industrial practice are those 
consisting of simple distillation columns, which are shown in Figs. 1.3a-c. However, 
the number of alternatives increases considerably when complex columns are con- 
sidered (Figs. 1.3d-k). All these complex columns are either partially or fully ther- 
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(a) Direct Sequence (b) Indirect Sequence 

(d) Prefractionator (e) Petlyuk 

(g) Side Petlyuk (h) Side Stripper 

(c) 3-columns 

(f) Dividing Wall Column 

Q -;i 4- 
(i) RV Column (k) SL Column 

Figure 1.3 
ropic ternary mixture. 

Alternative configurations for the distillation o f  a nonazeot- 

(i) Side Rectifier 

mally coupled. From these, the fully thermally coupled (Petlyuk) column (Fig. 1.3 e) 
has been receiving increasing attention, as it has been found that it can exhibit 
energy consumption reductions of up to 40% compared to conventional configura- 
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tions (Fidkowski and Krolikowski 1986; Glinos and Malone 1988; Triantafyllou and 
Smith 1992; Annakou and Mizsey 1996; Dunnebier and Pantelides 1999), which is 
due to its thermodynamic efficiency (minimization of losses due to unnecessary 
remixing). The dividing wall column (Fig. 1.30 is considered thermally equivalent to 
the Petlyuk column under the assumption of no heat transfer through the vertical 
wall. It also provides capital cost savings by including the main and the prefractiona- 
tion column of the Petlyuk arrangement in the same shell. The two final configura- 
tions (RV and SL) are essentially a side rectifier column with a direct vapor connec- 
tion and a side stripper column with a direct liquid connection, respectively (Agrawal 
and Fidkowski 1999a). 

However, some further column configurations have been reported in the literature 
(Fig. 1.4) (Agrawal 2000b). As indicated in Fig. 1.4, these configurations are modifi- 
cations of some of the complex columns, aiming at the improvement of the latter’s 
controllability. According to Agrawal (2000b), control difficulties can be encountered 
in complex columns, the source of which the author traced to the columns’ vapor 
interconnections. In the alternatives to Fig. 1.4, one or more “problematic” vapor 
interconnection streams have been replaced with additional rectifying sections and 
condensers or with stripping sections and reboilers. These configurations, which are 
assumed to be thermally equivalent to their “parent” configurations, increase the 
number of structural alternatives for ternary distillation to 18 versus the eight 
reported by Tedder and Rudd (1978). Therefore, the issue that needs to be formally 
addressed is to provide a method that systematically incorporates the complex struc- 
tural possibilities of thermally coupled columns in a unified way with simple column 
sequences, while capturing accurately the underlying physical phenomena in order 
to obtain the most energy efficient distillation sequences. 

1.4.2 
Superstructure Methods for Complex Distillation Sequencing 

The first systematic superstructure method for generating distillation column 
sequences, including complex arrangements, was the sequential column superstruc- 
ture presented initially by Sargent and Gaminibandara (1976) and extended in Eliceche 
and Sargent (1981) (see also Fig. 1.5). The authors proposed a rigorous tray-by-tray 
model for the design of distillation columns with multiple feeds and side streams. The 
number of stages and the optimal feed and side stream locations in each column 
required the introduction of a large number of discrete variables, rendering the prob- 
lem a large scale MINLP. The combinatorial complications were handled by treating 
the integers as continuous variables rounded off each time to the nearest integer vari- 
able, eventually reducing the problem to a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. 

The work on the sequential column superstructure was continued in Mei (1995), 
by investigating the possibilities of aggregation and size reduction, by using as 
superstructure building blocks column segments (aggregations of trays) and con- 
necting units, whose existence was denoted by binary variables. Using the fact that 
trays do not operate at equilibrium, their number in each column segment was not 
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%- 
(a) Modified Side Stripper (b) Modified Side Rectifier 

A?- 

(c) Modified Petlyuk 1 (d) Modified Petlyuk 2 

(e) Modified Petlyuk 3 (0 Modified Petlyuk 4 

(g) Modified Petlyuk 5 

Figure 1.4 Modified configurations for operability targets. 
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specified as an integer variable. Moreover, each building block was modeled as a 
modular simulator using as inputs a guess of the number of trays, the flow rates, and 
the intensive variables characterizing each input stream and generating outputs of 
the calculated flow rates and intensive variables of each output stream to be included 
in the optimization. The case studies demonstrated the effect of the modular treat- 
ment of the problem, which led to mathematical models of less than 100 variables 
and equations, respectively. 

Agrawal (1996) proposed a satellite column superstructure method for the separa- 
tion of near-ideal mixtures of four and more components (n) into pure (or near pure) 
products, generating more than one fully thermally coupled distillation column 
sequences, with a single reboiler and condenser. This superstructure involved n-2 
columns as satellites around a central column, while generating an overall smaller 
minimum number of column sections than the sequential column superstructure 
(Sargent and Gaminibandara 1976) for n 2 4. The method was also extended to the 
generation of all the other feasible partially or nonthermally coupled column 
sequences for the examined separations through the addition of reboilers and con- 
densers at the appropriate end of each column section of the satellite superstructure. 
A step-wise procedure was provided for the generation of all the FC structural alter- 
natives. It was shown that although for n-3 the satellite and the sequential column 
superstructures are equivalent, for n 2 4 the former is more complete than the latter. 
However, no formal structural optimization model was provided by the authors for 
the automated generation of all the alternatives. The proposed satellite superstruc- 
ture representation was extended in Agrawal(2000a), providing a systematic method 
to draw more alternative FC column sequences, which are topologically different and 
allegedly more operable than those presented in the previous publication. From a 
thermodynamic point of view, the additional structures were equivalent to those of 
the 1996 publication. 

A method was also proposed for the generation of feasible distillation column 
sequences was the state task network (Sargent 1998), which was analyzed more thor- 
oughly in Doherty and Malone (2001). The method initially identified the network 
states (mixtures created by all the feasible separations) and then the separation tasks, 
which were assigned to a distillation column or, in the case of complex distillation 
columns, to a section of a distillation column. Having identified the possible states 
and tasks, a superstructure could be generated linking a distillation task between two 
consecutive states and by using logical constraints for the feasible sequencing of 
tasks. Since the STN is a one-to-one approach (one unit carries out only one task), 
this method generated a problem with a large number of units (contrary to the SON, 
which considered only a small number of multi-task units). 

The complex distillation column sequencing problem was also examined in Dunne- 
bier and Pantelides (1999), based on the state operator network (SON) method (Smith 
1996). In the proposed method the distillation column operators were physically mod- 
eled based on the rigorous tray-by-tray model of Viswanathan and Grossmann (1993). 
Binary variables denoted the existence of column operators, number of trays (reflux 
return tray location), and side stream locations (see Fig. 1.6). The authors included 
some very useful comments regarding the convergence complexities of the exam- 
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ined problem, while stressing the importance of complex arrangements for energy 
efficiency and the use of accurate models for their representation. 

Yeomans and Grossmann extended their disjunctive model for the rigorous 
design of simple distillation columns (Yeomans and Grossmann 2000a) to the incor- 
poration of complex arrangements (Yeomans and Grossmann 2000b) based on the 
sequential column superstructure representation of Sargent and Gaminibandara 
(1976). In both studies, once the superstructure for the column sequence had been 
postulated, the representation was translated into a GDP mathematical problem, 
which was then transformed into an MINLP problem. The column trays were 
arranged as permanent and conditional ones. The former were fured in the super- 
structure and corresponded to the feed, reflux, and boil-up trays. The conditional 
trays were assigned to a Boolean variable, which when false, turned these trays into 
simple input-output trays with no mass transfer. The authors concluded that their 
method avoided the numerical difficulties associated with including redundant equa- 
tions and with singularities due to liquid and vapor flows taking a value of zero and 
improving the model's robustness. 

Caballero and Grossmann (2001) provided a superstructure method on the STN 
formalism of Yeomans and Grossmann (1999a) for the generation of all FC column 
sequences for n components from the satellite superstructure (Agrawal 1996). In 
conjunction with the guidelines provided in the latter publication, the superstructure 
was modified for the generation of all the partially and nonthermally coupled column 
sequences. The superstructure was modeled structurally using repositional logic 
expressions (Raman and Grossmann 1991) and each column was modeled physically 

I 

A=uFL. V V k L d l  

B+C 1 += 

B 

Figure 1.5 Sequential column superstruc- 
ture (Eliceche and Sargent 1981). 

& LC 
L 
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Figure 1.6 
Pantelides 1999). 

Superstructure for ternary distillation (Dunnebier and 

using a simple shortcut distillation column models based on a modified version of 
Underwood’s equations (Carlberg and Westerberg 1989a,b) and using fixed costs for 
the heat units and column sections. The complete synthesis problem was modeled 
using GDP and solved using a modified version of the logic-based outer approxima- 
tion algorithm. 

In a recent paper Agrawal (2003) proposed an improved systematic procedure for 
the generation of basic and thermally coupled column sequences. In both types of 
column sequences it was imposed that a product stream enriched in a particular 
component was produced only once. A systematic procedure including useful guide- 
lines was provided initially for generating all the basic column sequences, followed 
by a procedure for the thermally coupled column case. The latter was based on the 
generation of thermally coupled columns by replacing reboilers and condensers of 
basic sequences with two-way interconnections between columns. The method that 
could be readily modified in order to incorporate other structural possibilities regard- 
ing the transfer of streams between columns can be viewed as a useful tool for the 
construction of a systematic superstructure optimization method for the automatic 
generation of the reported and of other “unknown” column sequences. Coupled to 
an efficient and appropriately designed physical model and solution procedure, solu- 
tions can be generated providing optimal designs from an energy and/or operability 
point of view. 
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Table 1.4 Summary of superstructure methods for complex column sequencing. 

I 
Authors 

Sargent and Gaminibandara (1976) 

Features 

Sequential column superstructure, MESH model 
~~ ~ 

Eliceche and Sargent (1981) 

Mei (1995) 

Sequential column superstructure, M E S H  Model 

Sequential column superstructure, pseudo-aggregated 
model 

Dunnebier and Pantelides (1999) I SON superstructure, MESH (Smith 1996) 

Agrawal (1996, 2000, 2003) 

Sargent (1998) 

Satellite column superstructure 

STN (Doherty and Malone (2001)) 

Shah and Kokossis (2002) I Synthesis of complex distillation sequences 

Yeomans and Grossmann (2000b) 

Caballero and Grossmann (2001) 

Proios (2004) 

Sequential column superstrumre, MESH 

Satellite column superstructure, GDP, shortcut model 

Extension of the GMF for synthesis of complex column 
sequencing 

Shah and Kokossis (2002) proposed a new representation for the synthesis and 
optimization of complex separation systems. This representation is based on tasks 
instead of units. The problem is formulated as an MILP and its efficiency was illus- 
trated in several problems based on the literature as well as industrial problems. 

1.5 
Conclusions 

A comprehensive review of state-of-the-art techniques for the synthesis of energy 
efficient simple, heat integrated, and complex distillation column sequences, has 
been presented is this chapter. Emphasis was placed on systematic and rigorous 
approaches focusing on the systematic generation and evaluation of the alternative 
designs in a compact and unified way. The problem of significant economic and sci- 
entific interest required the tackling of underlying structural and physical complicat- 
ing issues. These were inherently related to increasing the number of structural 
alternatives and the complexity of the underlying mass and heat exchange physical 
phenomena. The economic potential in conjunction with these complications has 
"compelled" virtually all major research groups, both in academia and industry, to 
propose methods for the distillation column sequencing problem, addressing it in its 
entirety or just certain components of it. 

The presented superstructure methods have contributed significantly to the effi- 
cient treatment of the distillation sequencing problem. It has been shown that the 
nonconvexities and discontinuities of the generated large scale MINLP problems, 
which have imposed a limitation of many rigorous approaches, have been overcome 
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through the use of techniques such as disjunctive modeling and its associated solu- 
tion procedures. These limitations can be treated through the use of aggregated mod- 
els, like the GMF, by easing the computational effort due to the reductions in the size 
of the generated MI NLP problems, achieved without compromising the accuracy of 
the results. 

It is important to note that lately we are seeing a growing discussion of construct- 
ing the process at a more fundamental level, that is, by thinking of the process as 
combinations of mass and heat exchanges (Westerberg 2004). The original work of 
Papalexandri and Pistikopoulos (1996), as extended by Ismail et al. (1999, 2001) and 
recently by Proios (2004), is a key step towards this direction. If these approaches 
successfully develop and are further applied, they will lead to designing and synthe- 
sizing not only the process, but also the unit operations themselves that should form 
the basis of these processes. Applications in synthesis of absorption, reactive absorp- 
tion, and crystallization networks are clearly sought. 
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